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ABSTRACT 

Pattern recognition problems involve two main issues: feature formulation and 

classifier design. This thesis is concerned with the latter. Numerous algorithms for the 

design of pattern recognition systems have been published, and the algorithm detailed 

herein is a new approach-specific to the design of decision tree classifiers. It involves a 

top-down strategy, optimizing the root node decision and then subsequently its children. 

To assess various pattern space partitions, the Tie statistical distance measure quantified the 

separability of potential cluster groupings. Additionally, a separate neural network was 

employed at each of the tree decision nodes. Results from the application of this 

methodology to the regional labeling of panchromatic images suggest it is a suitable 

approach. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Building a successful pattern recognition system requires the consideration of 

different and often conflicting aspects of the problem at hand. These include, but are not 

limited to, available training data, computing power, time constraints on both training and 

recalling, and of course the specific demands of the application. Only after extensive 

analysis is conducted can an intelligent decision be made as to which classifier approach 

may prove most advantageous. The importance of the wisely-chosen classifier increases 

with the problem's degree of difficulty. For a simple problem of low feature dimension, it 

is possible to use virtually any classifier. Indeed in such a situation, the analyst would be 

wise to select the approach easiest to implement. The threshold selection is one such 

model: this classifier merely relies upon one or more less-than-or-greater-than comparisons 

to operate successfully. For example, let us say we have developed a mechanism to 

quantify both brightness and roughness in an image (both range from, say, 0.0 to 1.0). 

One might "instantly" design a threshold classifier to identify a pattern as 'desert' if the data 

is brighter than 0.8 and no rougher than 0.6 or as 'forest' if it's rougher than 0.7 and no 

brighter than 0.3. Of course, simple classifiers do have their problems (what if the data 

were 0.65 rough and 0.5 bright?), but they can solve a problem quickly. On the other 

hand, a complex problem with high feature dimensions can require the optimum classifier 

design, which is often hard to define. Usually it is defined by the application and its user: 

i.e., how can one build a rigorous classifier that meets the special needs of the situation in 

the shortest possible time, using the least amount of computing power? A compromise is 

the inevitable result. 

The most recent and noteworthy development in pattern classifiers has been the 

introduction of neural networks. In particular, multilayer feedforward nets have been 

shown to possess the ability to perform complex classification tasks. A strength of these 
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nets is their ability to construct arbitrary non-linear, concave decision boundaries in pattern 

space, assuming a suitable architecture. The back-propagation training algorithm has 

proven to be the most popular tool for generating the network weights, by repeatedly 

presenting feature vectors with their corresponding classification. The flexibility of 

feedforward nets and back-propagation training does not come without a cost, however. A 

frequent comment among analysts employing these methods regards the unpredictable 

training process. Often the training cycle requires hundreds or even thousands of 

iterations, and the classification error rate and/or the individual classifications can exhibit 

repeated fluctuations. Again, elaborate classifiers bring fineness to difficult problems, but 

not without adding their own concerns. 

Nevertheless, training difficulties should not always be considered an inherent 

limitation of feedforward multilayer nets and back-propagation training. In many cases the 

occurrence of problems is symptomatic of the pattern space's overall complexity. Past 

practice in pattern classification has been to question the overall design of a classifier when 

pattern space complexity impedes the success of the classification process. A similar 

awareness should be maintained when employing classifiers based on feedforward 

multilayer networks. Specifically, one remedy often sought for complex problems is to use 

a tree-structured hierarchical classifier. Implementation of just such a classifier, using 

neural nets to perform the decision at each tree node, can be considered a possible means to 

surmount the training problems of a single, monolithic classifier. A fundamental 

assumption in pattern recognition work is that there will be correlation (at least to some 

degree) between the training guidelines and the eventual classification accuracy. Hence, the 

procedure used to design such a tool is as important as the tool itself. 



As pointed out in Swain1 there are significant limitations to the conventional 

maximum likelihood (ML) algorithms: 1) only one of the possible combinations of pattern 

features is used in the classification, and 2) each data sample is tested against all classes in 

a classification, which leads to a relatively high degree of inefficiency. With an increased 

input dimension comes a sharp rise in computational demand and possibly a decrease in 

classification accuracy.2 Additionally, the subset of features used in the ML procedure may 

not necessarily be optimum for all classes under consideration. Using trees, a large, 

complex decision becomes manageable through a sequential hierarchy of small, simpler 

decisions. This changes the cumbersome task of dealing with an elaborate, unmanageable 

classifier to one of instituting a series of simpler routines. The decision tree is better 

equipped to handle cluster separation, too. For example, four classes {A,B,C,D} may not 

be simultaneously separable within a given feature set, but the decision tree might be able to 

separate the group {A,C} from {B,D} using one feature set, then subsequently distinguish 

A from C and B from D using a second and third feature set. Two things make the 

individual decisions in the tree simpler than a one-shot classifier (i.e., a convential classifier 

which simultaneously separates all classes using the entire feature set as input): 1) certain 

feature details may be irrelevant to a particular decision and can thus be temporarily 

ignored, and 2) none of the nodes will ever be required to simultaneously separate nearly 

as many classes as its conventional counterpart (since many classes never even pass 

through some nodes, while others are momentarily lumped together, thus artificially 

reducing the complexity). Indeed, if the feature extraction process is tied directly to the 

classifier, i.e. it is not a separate stage running before the classifier, then one can 

substantially reduce the cost of operation by only calculating those features that are 
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requested by the decision nodes along the particular tree path. In these respects, the 

hierarchical classifier is clearly superior. 

An excellent example of the need to use a decision tree-or "layered"-classifier 

comes from Bartolucci.3 The classification task concerned the selective radiant temperature 

mapping of water and/or ground cover. Since the signatures of some ground cover are 

similar to water, it was necessary to first utilize different feature information in a maximum 

likelihood stage to distinguish the water from other classes. Then in the second layer of 

hierarchy, the proper radiometric calibration was used to yield radiance information of the 

"pre-classified" region. Even this second stage had several substages to break up the 

remaining mixtures of classes, as well as various degrees of temperature radiance. 

If one incorporates a confidence measure as part of the decision output, the tree can 

provide useful information even when a misclassification is suspected. The confidence 

measure can be any tyj. of numerical value quantifying the classifier's certainty with which 

it has made its decision. An example of such an indicator on a nearest-mean classifier 

(where data is assigned to the class whose cluster mean is nearest in Euclidean space) could 

be 
1 

fl+i a) 

where d is the distance vector connecting the data point and the nearest cluster mean. (This 

distance could be absolute or relative to cluster variance.) In this case, the range of the 

parameter would be zero (for an "infinitely" far away point) through one (when the point 

and a cluster mean coincide). The confidence measures available from the neural network 

output are discussed in the subsequent section. A portion of a larger decision tree, shown 

in Figure-1, serves to demonstrate the usefulness of such measures. If an input (feature) 

vector was classified as barley, for example, but the decision confidence was quite low, 

one might question its validity. However, if we notice the confidence of the preceding 
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decision is high, we might be assured the data represents a "field'-whether wheat or barley 

may not matter for a particular application. In this vein, one could use a decision tree 

designed to recognize a large number of classes for a less specific task such as locating a 

shoreline, rather than having to build a new classifier. Some classification tasks which can 

only make use of poor quality features (i.e., they cannot sufficiently distinguish between 

classes) may be salvaged somewhat if a well-designed decision tree is applied. 

A variation on the confidence gauge is the use of fuzzy decision functions. Lee4 

combined such functions with decision trees to produce a more effective classifier. The 

unidentified pattern propagates down the tree hierarchy, producing fuzzy decision values 

along the way. Then a knowledge-based algorithm conducts a tree search to find the class 

with the highest fuzzy membership value, thus completing the process. One author that has 

addressed both the issue of fuzzy logic as a confidence measure and one drawback of 

decision trees (cumulative error) subscribes to a method which designs the tree based on 

approximations to Bayesian-rule decision boundaries.5 A survey of past work on decision 

trees is contained in work by Kanal.6 

The confidence factor used can also help iterate toward an optimum tree design. 

(The term "optimum" is necessarily a subjective term, since a design's values and faults are 

quantified by the user.) During training, a troublesome decision node can easily be isolated 

and altered; using a different feature set or changing the type of decision mechanism at that 

node are localized options, but modification of the tree structure is also possible. Since the 

paths (down the tree) of classified data are known, the point of misclassification is readily 

apparent and alterations can be made with intelligence and purpose. Additionally, majority 

filters7 that may follow the classifier become enhanced. The majority filter processes a 

classified image to remove isolated patches of classes within a homogeneously classified 

region. It does so by passing a polling window across the image: the pixels within the 



window are surveyed, the window's center pixel is reassigned to the most represented 

class, and the process continues with a shift in window position. Now, rather than 

conducting a basic survey, the confidence factor from the classifier could be used to 

produce a weighted survey within the filter window. Solid decisions therefore have more 

influence to change the potentially erroneous classifications. 

1.2. Neural Networks 

In recent years, neural networks have been quite successful in solving a number of 

pattern recognition and general decision problems. Methods to automatically provide 

context information to a pattern recognition system have been proposed.8 Often there is a 

need to provide recognition systems with translational, rotational, temporal, or scale 

invariance, and such has been possible.9,10 Additionally, neural networks applied to 

character recognition tasks have proven particularly effective,11 as well tasks almost 

inconceivable under established techniques: selective attention.12 Neural networks are 

models which perform parallel distributed processing of data, and specifically, attempt to 

emulate a simplified representation of biological nervous systems-dense interconnections 

of elementary processing elements (PEs), both inhibitory and excitory. Their performance 

is superior in handling anomalies on their inputs (as well as damaged elements), when 

compared with their conventional counterparts; this describes the neural net's ability to 

specialize. Part of their attraction is flexibility: the number of layers, number of PEs in 

each layer, activation functions, learning and momentum rates are all parameters available 

to fine tune the classifier. Neural nets have an excellent ability to separate classes in feature 

space-even clusters which form concave, intermeshed surfaces or are represented by more 

than one cluster (XOR problem). In fact, it appears the complexity of pattern space 

boundary regions the nets can form is limited only by the number of processing elements 

and layers. Lippmann13 has shown the degree to which networks of various orders can 



solve partition problems. These have been summarized in Figure-2, which also gives a 

schematic illustrating the concept behind the interconnecting elements. For the equivalent 

training time of a conventional classifier, the nets require fewer training sets since they are 

better able to recognize patterns they have not previously been shown (generalization)14. 

Various types of adaptive pattern recognizers have been developed: some for 

binary input, others continuous-both of which may undergo either supervised or 

unsupervised training. The network implemented in this research was the multilayer 

perceptron: a supervised net with continuous-valued inputs. The reader is referred to both 

Lippmannfor a survey of all network types and Pao15for a more rigorous discussion of the 

mathematics behind the learning mechanisms. 

There are various confidence measures available from the neural network. The 

output must be coded in some way to convert the information into meaningful results. For 

example, we may use three output PEs, one each for three classification categories. During 

training, we show the network an input vector along with a desired output. A common 

scheme is to require the PE representing the class of the training sample (the "grandmother 

cell") to indicate logic high, while the others remain logic low. In the continuous-valued 

case, certain activation functions within the PEs might range from -1.0 to 1.0 on their 

output. For such a case, an acceptable confidence measure might be the numerical 

difference between the net's highest output and its second-highest output. That is, the 

assurance we have a correct answer lies not just with the chosen output, but the degree to 

which we believe the other category choices are mcorrect. A second measure would 

involve calculating the RMS error across the outputs: if the network assumes the output 

nearest to logic high should have actually been exactly 1.0 with all others equal to -1.0, it 

can easily compute the absolute errors between these ideal outputs and the actual values. 

Maximum error is a third example: the greatest deviation from the desired PE output 



should indicate, to some degree, the decision confidence. Any combination of these are 

valid decision confidence measures and can be used in the manner described earlier to 

supplement the post-classification processing. 

1.3. Combining Nets with Trees -

Prior experience has shown that reliably classifying images solely from spatial 

information is difficult without access to a great many feature measures. The author also 

anticipated the need to separate a moderate number of classes and for these two reasons 

chose to pursue the decision tree as a feasible solution. To establish a more powerful and 

versatile strategy, the use of low-level discriminant functions, such as a simple threshold 

comparison16, was avoided-thus the motivation for combining neural networks with 

hierarchical classifiers. (Calling such a device a hierarchical neural network seems 

reasonable, though that term has described some very different mechanisms.17'18-19) It 

appeared a synergistic marriage of two individually successful approaches, creating a 

powerful classifier that would progress smoothly through its decisions and provide 

tremendous flexibility. Figure-3 illustrates this concept. 

The code was written in C on a SUN SPARCstation™ and essentially handled the 

data I/O and managed the tree flow, both during training and classification. It logically tied 

an existing feedforward/error back-propagation algorithm to the decision tree. During 

training, there are no connections between tree nodes because each nonterminal node can be 

trained independently. However, during classification the connections insure the proper 

network is loaded in to perform the next decision. The process of launching individual 

networks appears sequential but is actually implemented in a batch form to boost efficiency. 

Again, since the trained net architectures are each stored separately, it is possible to either: 

1.) maintain the same tree structure while using various net architectures (for any given 

node, they would of course have the same number of inputs and outputs, but other 



parameters such as activation functions or the number and type of hidden layers might be 

different), or 2.) use the same net architectures with different tree structures. 
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2. FEATURE SYNTHESIS 

2.1. The Images 

The specific problem undertaken here was the regional labeling of panchromatic 

images. The images were taken near the San Jose, CA, area with a photogrammetric 

survey aircraft using standard aerial film stock. The image was then digitized at a scale of 

1-2 meters per pixel, yielding five images of size 44442 pixels. These very large images 

were too cumbersome to work with, so steps were taken to make them more manageable. 

Each image was sampled down 10:1 to produce five overview images of size 4442. These 

images could then be displayed via existing laboratory software. Training sites still could 

not be chosen from these images, as they did not represent the image in its true form. It is 

desirable to select regions that are homogeneous for the training samples fed into a 

classifier. With the overview images, areas appearing uniform (in the sense of classes) 

might not be truly uniform in the corresponding full-size image. These overview images 

were used exclusively as a tool with which to extract new sub-images-full 5122 images 

taken directly from the initial, large images. To accomplish this, a means was developed to 

specify a location within the overview image, transform the coordinates to the large image, 

and draw the 5122 from the latter. It was from these images the training sites were chosen. 

The objective was to pass a sampling window (of size 16 pixels on a side) across the 

image, extract texture features from within that window, and label the pixel block as a 

region characteristic of one of several predetermined classes. The various images were 

quite dissimilar in their appearance-i.e., their dynamic ranges were very different. These 

differences arise from a number of sources, including: 

• film speed 

• exposure 
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• illumination, including magnitude and aspect 

• ground reflectivity 

Since the 5122 images extracted were intended to make up an assorted image "bank" from 

which training sites would be selected, it was necessary to make them uniform in their 

grey-level (GL) appearance. An image processing technique which analyzes the 

histograms of images and unifies them according to some specified criteria was employed. 

One image which had a particularly good exposure was selected to serve as the standard 

toward which the others would be adjusted. The GL mean (|istd) and standard deviation 

(ostd) of this image was determined and used to modify the remaining images, according to 

the following formula: 

GLnew = ^GLold - f-Sf^oid. nsidj (2) 
0°ld \o^ / 

A sample image is shown in Figure-4. 

2.2. Pyramid Data Structures 

Since the images are panchromatic, the only information drawn is spatial in nature, 

and it was necessary to explore as many differing feature measures as possible. The focus 

of the author's work was the classifier itself, not the feature extraction process; another 

graduate strudent put a great deal of effort into delivering a feature set extensive enough to 

provide the tree design with plenty of options in terms of feature subsets. Twenty-two 

spatial features, including thirteen derived from the cooccurrence matrix (CM20—See 

Appendix B), were formulated and are listed below: 

CM Angular Second Moment CM Sum Entropy Autocorrelation Length 

CM Constant CM Entropy Fractal Dimension 

CM Correlation CM Difference Variance Mean; Variance 

CM Variance CM Difference Entropy Trimmed Range 
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CM Inverse Difference Moment CM Information Correlation I Median 

CM Sum Average CM Information Correlation II Fourier Series 

CM Sum Variance Edge Density Cortex Series 

The CM features consist of three outputs: average, maximum, and minimum. All other 

features calculate but one numerical value, with the exception of Fourier Series (6 outputs) 

and Cortex Series (12 outputs). Each of these statistics were available to generate data 

describing the spatial texture surrounding a training site. 

The objective of the project, regional labeling of panchromatic images, essentially 

required the identification of areas within the images which have similar statistical 

properties, or signatures. This necessarily assumes that these regions of interest are 

uniform over a sizable area, relative to the pixel area. It is therefore reasonable to assume 

that adjacent pixels are most likely members of the same class and that classifiers not taking 

advantage of the useful information surrounding the region under consideration will 

undoubtedly perform poorer than those that do. It has become apparent in work involving 

textured images that use of some sort of averaging assists the identification process.21 A 

pyramid data structure for this project's features was implemented. The algorithm works 

as follows. Training sites for the various classes were chosen both for their homogeneity 

and their ability to adequately represent the class variance. A point in the image is chosen, 

and three pixel blocks are extracted. A 162-, 322-, and 642-pixel block pyramid is used to 

create the data structure. (See Figure-5.) The blocks are concentric to the chosen point, 

and the two larger ones are averaged down to a 16x16 to keep the block size consistent. 

Then each of the above texture measures is calculated at all three resolutions; the result of 

the combination of these three feature vectors is a feature matrix, containing all the relevant 

data at the site as well as from its surroundings. It is important to use different resolutions 

in this project because various intrinsic class properties may not be revealed at some 



resolutions. For example, in order to train the classifier to recognize a residential area, it is 

more important to notice the specific pattern of the roads and buildings as a whole rather 

than the texture of the roads or buildings themselves. In this example, the image block of 

lower resolution should yield more valuable information than the higher resolution by 

eliminating the high frequency clutter. However, with lower resolution comes larger image 

area inclusion and the potential for mixing in adjacent classes; this actually makes accurate 

classification more difficult, and in this project, a 1:8 resolution proved unsuitable. It 

should be noted that some recent work has been done in an attempt to determine the 

optimum resolution for texture segmentation using entropy structure.22 

During the initial stages of the project, after training sites were chosen and their 

accompanying feature files created, the projections of the class clusters onto each feature 

axis were plotted and manually studied. It was found that some of the features were 

completely useless (class clusters completely overlapping) or were obviously redundant. 

For example, in regard to the cooccurrence matrix features, there indeed was a great deal of 

redundancy among the average, maximum, and minimum outputs. Because of these 

findings, the ability to mask off selected features at a particular resolution was added. After 

these features were masked off, the final decision was to use a total of 125 features across 

three different resolutions: 1:1, 1:2, and 1:4. Approximately 250 samples were used for 

training and a similar number for the classification process. No overlap between 'train' and 

'recall' files existed; i.e., separate sites were the make-up of each. Because there were still 

too many features to undergo reasonable computation, an effort was made to eliminate the 

redundancies and correlation among the features not so apparent in cluster projections; this 

came to fruition via principal components transform. 
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2.3. Principal Components 

Scatter plots are often useful in understanding the relationships among class clusters 

and supporting the design of a classifier. But other than the precise placement of data 

points, the graphical analysis of data is done qualitatively. A quantitative description of the 

same information is the covariance matrix. Each cluster establishes its own covariance 

matrix of the form: 

.. .for an N-dimensional feature space. The diagonal elements are the normally encountered 

second central moments (variance in each separate dimension), while the off-diagonal 

elements are the feature covariances. For the covariance between features i and j they are 

defined as: 

... with cluster means /i along each feature axis and M total class samples. Simply by using 

the commutative law on Eq.-4, Ojj = oji and therefore, the covariance matrix is symmetric. 

The covariance terms indicate the degree to which two particular features correlate; in other 

words, it is a reflection of the probablistic ability to predict the value of one feature, given 

the other. (The correlation coefficient is a normalized version of the covariance value and 

as such is more closely related to a probability than the covariance, which can be greater 

than one-quite unlike a probability.) 

This covariance is likewise indicative of the features' redundancy. The extreme 

example is, in a two-dimensional feature space, most data samples lying along a line 

parallel to neither feature axis. (See Figure-6.) A simple rotation and translation of the 

a? • • • OlN 

(3) 

. <*ni ••• On 

M 
(4) 
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coordinate system (to x'-y' in the figure) shows that under this transformation, the new 

x'-axis contains nearly 100% of the relevant information. Since the y'-axis shows little 

variance among the samples, it is all but ineffective in delivering information about the 

class. So one can see that through-such a linear transformation it is possible to reduce the 

number of features in a data set, while retaining nearly all the worthwhile details. The 

procedure can be extended to N dimensions, and is termed the Karhunen-Loeve (KL) 

transformation.23 

Since the new features, x', are linear combinations of the old ones, x, they can be 

written: 

N 

X'i = X WijXJ (5) 
j=l 

Or, equivalently... 

x' = [W]- x (6) 

...with denoting a column vector. The desired result is to eliminate the off-diagonal 

elements in the covariance matrix, so the matrix W is defined as that which diagonalizes Z 

in Eq.-3. In this sense, W transforms the feature vector to conform to the coordinate 

system in which the new X resides. A progression of the diagonalization process is the 

transformed features can now be ranked in order of decreasing importance: i.e., the first 

feature has the greatest variance, and presumably, contains the most information. The 

benefit is that a subset of these new features-beginning with the first and extending 

upwards in dimension-will store most of the information previously contained in all of the 

old set. 

When this transformation was applied to the project's 125-dimensional features, the 

result was the following (see Figure-7): using the first 45 of the new features, only 2% of 

the information was discarded. As can be seen from the figure, attempts to accumulate 
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more information would not be possible without absorbing a large number of additional 

features. It was felt this subset would provide a sufficient data set with which to build the 

classifier. 



3. CLASSIFIER DESIGN 

There has been a great deal of research in the use of decision trees for pattern 

recognition, though the overwhelming majority of it has been on binary trees.24,25,26,27 

The work discussed in these papers also limited its decision nodes to the use of only one 

feature to delineate between two groups of classes. This simple architecture was used 

primarily for two reasons: 1.) the tree design process itself is greatly simplified and 

achieving optimization is well within reach,28-29 and 2.) the classification run-time is quite 

short, since a simple threshold decision is the only activity at each nonterminal node (for 

the majority of those presented). The drawbacks are significant, however. Believing a 

single feature can properly separate groups of classes is, in most cases, rather naive. Even 

if the data is not multimodal, it should be clear that often two clusters can be easily 

separated by two features, but are hopelessly inseparable using either feature singly. 

Furthermore, the tree's cost function30 is likely to be minimized only if nonterminal nodes 

are allowed to have more than two successor nodes, revealing a limitation in converting 

n-dimensional trees to binary form.31 In other words, if three classes are equally 

separable, it would be more efficient to train and operate the tree in Figure-8b than that 

shown in Figure-8a. Since the binary tree can only split two groups at a time, it requires 

two stages to finish the separation, accumulating error at each step and consuming valuable 

computing time. On the other hand, if the top-level node were allowed to separate all three 

classes simultaneously, these disturbances would be halved, at least. 

One major dilemma with decision trees is how to design the tree itself. As stated 

above, it is simple when limiting oneself to binary decisions using only one feature at a 

time. The goal here, however, was toward something general and more versatile. The 

upper extreme would be to permute through every possible class grouping and every 

feature combination, going up and down various tree configurations until the overall best 



design was found-however that might be defined. This, of course, would require 

tremendous computations and as such is impractical. Algorithms for trees using discrete 

variables exist,32 as do methods for determining the "optimal" decision rule-given the 

already designed tree and stated feature subsets.33,34 The approach followed here was less 

comprehensive than an exhaustive search, but more functional than the binary approach. 

The idea was to optimize the initial, root-node decision, then optimize the decisions of its 

children, and so on until only single classes formed terminal nodes. Unlike an exhaustive 

algorithm, no backward redesign takes place; this has the effect of pushing the most 

difficult decisions toward the tree bottom. Again, this lends itself to a configuration under 

which general decisions are made first (man-made vs. natural, for example) and 

increasingly more specific decisions are made down the tree. 

The algorithm used to realize this approach was termed the Automated Tree 

Hierarchy and Neural Network Designer (ATHANND) and operates as follows. (The 

subsequent sections elaborate on each stage.) The user begins with a feature data set 

extracted from image training sites. The modality of the classes is checked first: i.e., do 

the class samples form single clusters, or perhaps two or three? After this analysis is 

complete and the location and nature of every class cluster is determined, every possible 

class cluster and feature grouping is then considered. That is to say, the valid formulations 

for the make-up of the root decision node are analyzed, using a feature combination as a 

potential input vector and a cluster partition as the potential child nodes. By using the Tie 

statistic measure,35 the feature combination determines the separability among the children 

in a particular grouping. Separability is simply an indicator of cluster overlap in pattern 

space, and the Tie statistic is one method of quantifying it. Incidentally, this indicator 

makes use of class probability density functions (PDFs); since these are not known a 

priori, the Parzen's Window technique36 was used to generate them directly from the 



training data. This method avoids artificially assuming the data are normal distributions, 

and is described in a subsequent section. After the separability of every cluster/feature 

combination is measured, the best (one with smallest Tie value) is designated as the root 

node decision. Beginning with each child of this first node, the process recurses until 

every group is broken into a single class cluster and thus becomes a terminal node in the 

decision tree. The Tie measure for each decision is noted to later correlate separability with 

actual classification accuracy, which has often been questioned.37 Finally, ATHANND 

has options to output not only the "best" design but the second best, third best, and so 

forth. 

3.1. Modality Analysis 

In unsupervised classification, the training procedure does not include the 

knowledge of class-feature vector correspondence. Rather, an image is sampled, feature 

vectors for those samples are generated, and the classifier clusters the data in pattern space. 

The user, however, must specify the number of "seeds" to start with; the algorithm initially 

assumes it will be able to create one valid cluster for each of these seeds, which presumably 

represent each of the class categories. The well-established ISODATA (or K-means) 

algorithm operates in this manner. There may be a mechanism instituted to provide some 

logic to the starting point of these seeds within the pattern space, but oftentimes the first 

few data samples themselves serve this purpose. Once the seeds are positioned, the 

remaining data are assigned to that cluster seed nearest to it in Euclidean distance. Each 

cluster mean is then calculated (updated), and these become the new seeds. The data are 

reassigned, and the process repeats. Convergence is not guaranteed, but it is usually 

possible to abort the algorithm after the movement among the data is relatively infrequent or 

circular (same data keeps jostling between clusters). The cluster membership each data 

point holds implicitly draws decision boundaries in the pattern space, as one could easily 



verify by tracing out the midpoint between nearest-neighbor data of adjacent classes. At 

this point, the analyst may inspect the results and, assuming they are satisfactory, make the 

class assignments for the various clusters. It is imperative the image samples contain 

enough class variety to insure each is well represented during clustering. 

There are drawbacks to the procedure. If too few seeds are chosen, class clusters 

will be erroneously lumped together and/or broken apart to be forced into an adjacent 

cluster. Additionally, if any class tends to form more than one distinct cluster, any of these 

may be inadvertently collected by a nearby formation. Or, they may develop at the sacrifice 

of an entirely different class. Too many seeds will cause problems as well; clusters not 

belonging to any valid class will form, essentially creating a useless "other" class category. 

The placement of the seeds may be critical if the incorrect number of classes are used. 

Regardless of this issue, there still are two concerns If the placement of the seeds is chosen 

by a method other than using sample data points, there is the potential for widowed seeds: 

clusters with no members. For example, our data samples might consist of the following 

points (a one-dimensional consideration for simplicity): 

xc {-0.25, 0.5, 0.40,-0.13} (7) 

.. .and the two seeds chosen were: 

si = 1.0 ,RN 
s2 = 0.0 W 

Now, the first step is to initially assign the data to their nearest-neighbor seed, but 

immediately the problem arises: because S2 is closest to all the data samples, none are 

grouped with the si cluster. This, admittedly, was a plain example since the first seed was 

so far out of range, it was the obvious cause of the unsuccessful operation. However in 

multiple dimensions, it is not so apparent. When a seed is placed in what appears to be the 

"thick of things" in one dimension, the activity in a different dimension may be strong 
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enough to pull the data out of an existing cluster. This brings up an important issue: data 

normalization. 

The number of features available to describe the characteristics of regions within an 

image are numerous and varied: they can describe information that is spectral, spatial, or 

temporal in nature and may lie in the negative or positive domain or both. Their numerics 

may range in value from fractions to orders of magnitude. Since there often arises-in 

image processing and classification-the need to measure Euclidean distances in pattern 

space, it is imperative to make these distances meaningful. For example, there may be two 

features in use: let us say one ranges continuously from -2.5 to -0.5, the other as discrete 

powers of ten from 1 to 1E10. Certainly it makes little sense to measure a distance across 

the plane formed by these two axes. Caution must be exercised in such situations. 

Bringing meaning to Euclidean distances is always difficult when it involves discrete 

variables, but continuous variables are manageable. The technique employed in this project 

was relatively simple, because all of the variables involved were continuous with a finite 

range. Before the principal components transform was undertaken, the feature data 

underwent the following normalization process. While ignoring the class information 

attached to the feature vectors, the mean and variance of each feature were calculated. Then 

separately in each dimension, the data was modified by subtracting its mean (thus removing 

the offset) and dividing it by three-and-a-half times its variance (to bring its range within 

the same bounds as all others). In most normalization routines, the data is divided once, or 

perhaps twice, by its variance. A factor of 3.5 was used here for two reasons: 1) to better 

prepare the data for the neural network simulation (the PE activation functions changed 

slope near the origin), and 2) the Tie statistic algorithm assumes nearly all the data is 

confined to this range. Now, the discussion returns to clustering. 



The classification task for this project did not entail unsupervised classification. 

Therefore, there was no reason to employ a clustering algorithm such as the one described 

above. However, to analyze the modality of the individual classes, a technique that can 

best be described as intra-class clustering was developed. As mentioned above, individual 

classes may in fact form two or more distinct clusters along a feature axis, as well as 

throughout all of pattern space. To accommodate such a situation, the ATHANND 

algorithm accepts as an input the number of suspected seeds per class. It uses the first few 

data samples as the starting points for those seeds, then proceeds "normally" relative to the 

ISODATA outline. Still confining itself to intra-class data, the samples are assigned to 

nearest-neighbor clusters, the mean values are updated, and the process iterates until 

movement ceases. Initially, all of the clusters are retained because the problem of non-

populated clusters discussed above is avoided when using the data itself for seed locations. 

A post-processing session does follow, however, that eliminates extraneous clusters. 

There are two criteria for cluster annihilation: proximity and low populace. 

There need be some threshold which indicates the difference between two legitimate 

clusters overlapping slightly and a large, broad cluster merely being broken in two. The 

criteria used here was a distance of two standard deviations. If the two clusters were closer 

than their standard deviations, i.e. 

||i2 - Hi| ^ CJI + a2 (9) 

...they were combined into one. Additionally, if any of the clusters had fewer than V4 of 

the total number of samples for that class, it was absorbed by its nearest-neighbor cluster. 

These thresholds were set based on reasonable judgment and trial & error. 

3.2. Cluster Partitions 

The first task ATHANND is faced with is to design the top-level, or root, node 

decision. It must determine what it believes is the best way to break up the class clusters at 
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this first branch of the tree. It accomplishes this by measuring the separability of cluster 

groups using a given subset of features. In fact for every possible cluster partition, it 

considers every possible feature combination in order to find that "best" mixture in terms of 

separability. The feature combinations and separability measure are each discussed in 

subsequent sections; this section concerns the cluster partitions. 

The cluster partition problem is concerned with taking the individual class clusters 

and grouping them in various ways to simulate the possible children of the decision node 

under construction. An example will serve to demonstrate. Consider three classes 

{A, B, C) that can be grouped across up to three child nodes. So, we must consider two 

and three child nodes altogether. Below are the possible partitions: 

Table-1—Partitions of three clusters across three child nodes. 

FIRST CHILD SECOND CHILD 

A B, C 

B A, C 

C A, B 

A, B C 

A, C B 

B, C A 

FIRST CHILD SECOND CHILD THIRD CHILD 

A B c 

A C B 

B C A 

B A C 

C A B 

C B A 
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What should be immediately evident is the redundancy in these partitions. Sending {A} 

down one branch and {B, C} down the other, or vice versa, gives the same result. In the 

pattern space, the clusters do not change their position or shape based on branching left or 

right. So, these redundancies needed to be removed to avoid unnecessarily adding 

computations. 

Indeed, this problem is a formidable one. Somehow it is necessary to formulate 

data structures which can efficiently store the information about the partitions, while 

providing a facility to easily capture all of the redundancies. Eventually, a two-pronged 

data fork was used to realize the solution. First, a procedure was developed to return, in a 

matrix, all of the valid permutations of n objects taken r at a time. For example, given "3 

taken twice," it would return: 

- > 0  1  

-» 0 2 

-> 1 2 

-» 1 0 

2 0 

" * 2 1 .  ( 1 0 )  

The routine always assumes the n objects are the numbers 0,1,...,«-1. The rows in 

Eq.-lO are arrays, each containing a valid permutation. When generating the valid child 

node breakdowns, the above routine was always used in the "n choose n" capacity; i.e., the 

dimension of the arrays in each row of the returned matrix was identical to the number of 

objects considered. Then, this matrix was supplemented with a routine that takes each 

permutation, and places an imaginary breakpoint between every element in the array. This 

breakpoint symbolizes the breakdown between two potential child nodes. For example, 

one of the "3 taken thrice" permutations is {0 1 2}. There are only two possible positions 

for the imaginary breakpoint ('a'): {Oal 2} and {0 lo2}. This simply means "break 0 



from 1 & 2" and "break 0 & 1 from 2," respectively. This is how the two data forks 

mentioned earlier store the information: the first fork stores the permutation, the second 

stores the breakpoint. Of course, if three child nodes are being designed (rather than just 

two), there would have to be two breakpoints. Continuing the above example we have 

{{P1D2}. This still only requires two data forks, except the breakpoint fork now has two 

elements (and extending similarly for more child nodes). The breakpoints are 

systematically moved among the elements in the permutation fork. But each of these 

arrangements is merely a candidate; it must be compared with all currently stored 

breakdowns to see if it has already been covered. If it has not, it is added to the list and the 

process is continued until all valid breakdowns have been found. In the simplified example 

above, the reader may suspect generating combinations, rather the more numerous 

permutations, would be sufficient to cover all valid partitions; this is not the case, however, 

in cases of higher dimension, as can be easily verified in a partition of three objects. 

Because this process is quite laborious, it was ultimately extracted as a routine 

separate from ATHANND. Since the objects were quite generic (integers), they could be 

precalculated and used dynamically during the operation of ATHANND. The legitimate 

breakdowns from "2 taken twice" to "9 taken in fours" were computed and stored in binary 

files for ATHANND to later access. Only those permutations of up to 9 objects were 

calculated because early analysis of the data showed that none of the classes under the 

project formed anything but single clusters, and there were a total of nine classes-hence, 

nine objects. The routine is, of course, capable of higher dimension permutations, but the 

computational task grows factorially. 

3.3. Feature Combinations 

The feature combinations were less complicated. Since there was no concern about 

redundancies among breakdowns (actually, there were no breakdowns), the only task was 
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to acquire a list of features taken one at a time, two at a time, and so forth. A routine 

analogous to the permutations algorithm was developed: its output was a matrix giving the 

result of ( " j. For example, j ^ j would yield: 

-> 0 1 

—> 0 2 

" > 1 2 .  ( 1 1 )  

Though it did require a fair amount of computation, this routine-unlike the cluster 

combinator-remained an integral part of ATHANND. 

For every cluster partition under consideration, every feature combination was 

considered. These feature subsets were then used by the Tie statistic to compute the 

separability between the potential child nodes. This code section considers both multiple 

features simultaneously as well as singly because often the synergy of two or more features 

is much greater than either one individually. However, if one of them is able to perform 

the decision just as well, it is better (from an efficiency standpoint) to allow that feature to 

be the sole input to the decision node. ATHANND does an extensive analysis (though far 

from exhaustive) to determine the apparent "best" solution, but it favors the simplest. 

3.4. Group PDF Generation 

With both a cluster and feature combination in hand, ATHANND feeds these to the 

Tie statistic routine. But, a prerequisite to that stage is to know the child nodes' probability 

density functions. Since no a priori knowledge of the classes was available, the actual 

PDFs were an unknown. A simple solution would be to assume the clusters followed 

normal distributions, using the mean vector and covariance matrix to describe each. The 

inter-class equivalents could then be derived from these. (These covariance matrices would 

not necessarily be diagonal matrices; the principal components transformation diagonalizes 

the global inter-class covariance matrix-the one resulting from all combined class data-and 
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does not offer any insight as to the nature of the feature correlation that may exist for the 

description of a particular subset of that data. Even if the cluster covariance matrices were 

diagonal, there is no guarantee the various cluster partitions would result in such a form.) 

Under such a situation, the Tie statistic would then take an analytic form-the result being a 

series of matrix operations. In fact, there are other separability, or "distance," measures 

available for normally-distributed data, including the Divergence and Jeffreys-Matusita 

Distance.38 But, it may be inaccurate to assume normal distributions for clusters. To 

avoid this shortcoming, ATHANND was given the power to generate the PDFs directly 

from the statistics of the data, employing a technique called Parzen Windows. What 

follows is the development of this technique, excerpted from Duda and Hart. They defined 

R„ as an ^-dimensional region surrounding a point x and containing n samples of the PDF. 

The Parzen-window approach to estimating densities can be introduced by 

temporarily assuming that the region R„ is a ^-dimensional hypercube. If hn is the length 

of an edge of that hypercube, then its volume is given by 

We can obtain an analytic expression for kn, the number of samples falling in the 

hypercube, by defining the following window function: 

Thus, $(u) defines a unit hypercube centered at the origin. It follows that <p((x - xi)/hn) is 

equal to unity if x,- falls within the hypercube of volume Vn centered at x, and is zero 

otherwise. Hence the number of samples in this hypercube is given by 

Vn = hl (12) 

0 otherwise 

(13) 

n 

(14) 
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and when we substitute this into an estimate of the actual distribution pn(\) derived 
n 

from the law of large numbers, we obtain the estimate 

(15) 

This equation suggests a more general approach to estimating density functions. 

Rather than limiting ourselves to the hypercube window function of Eq.-13, we allow a 

more general class of window functions. Then, Eq.-15 expresses our estimate for p(x) as 

an average of functions of x and the samples x,-. In essence, the window function is being 

used for interpolation, each sample contributing to the estimate in accordance with its 

distance from x. 

Let us examine the effect that the window width hn has on pn(\). If we define the 

function dn(x) by 

Since Vn = hi, hn affects both the amplitude and the width of dn(x). If hn is very 

large, the amplitude of dn is small, and x must be far from x; before dn{\ -x;) changes 

much from <?„(()). In this case, pn(x) is the superposition of n broad, slowly changing 

functions and is a very smooth, "out-of-focus" estimate for p{\). On the other hand, if hn 

is very small, the peak value of dn{\ -x,) is large and occurs near x = x,-. In this case, 

pn(x) is the superposition of n sharp pulses centered at the samples, and is an erratic, 

"noisy" estimate of p(x). Thus, as hn approaches zero, dn(\ -x,) approaches a Dirac delta 

(16) 

then we can write pn(x) as the average 

P«(x) = a»(x" x«')- (17) 
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function centered at x;, and pn00 approaches a superposition of delta functions centered at 

the samples. 

Clearly, the choice of hn (or Vn) has a major effect on p„(x). If Vn is too large, the 

estimate will suffer from too little-resolution. If Vn is too small, the estimate will suffer 

from too much statistical variability. With a limited number of samples, the best one can do 

is to seek some acceptable compromise. However, with an unlimited number of samples, 

it is possible to let Vn slowly approach zero as n increases and have p„(x) converge to the 

unknown dens i ty  p(x) .  

The discussion from Duda and Hart continues with proofs that the technique will 

converge to the unknown PDF as the number of samples approaches infinity, under the 

following constraints for the function of the window volume V on the number of samples 

n\ 

lim Vn = 0; lim nVn - (18) 
n—> oo h—» oo 

So therefore, functions such as Vn = Vyv/i or Vn = Vi/log n are possibilities. 

Before this technique was incorporated into the Tie computation, it was tested to 

characterize its performance. In particular, there still remained questions as to what the 

initial window size V\ should be. It is at this point the importance of knowing the data 

would always lie within the interval -1.0<x<1.0 becomes apparent. The author felt, for the 

case of only one sample (an limit, indeed) a reasonable window interval would be one 

which produced three different levels for the PDF: two zero-valued, and one positive-

valued interval. Knowing the full range width of the data is (1.0 —1.0) = 2.0, this 

implies an initial window of V\ - 2/3~an explicit numeric value which, again, depends 

upon the fact that the normalization routine confined the data by dividing through three-and-

a-half standard deviations. However, an initial trial of the function Vn = V]/V« showed 

very poor results. It, along with Vn = Vi/loge n, appeared to approach zero too quickly; 
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trials using samples from known normal distributions produced PDFs that actually became 

less smooth with a larger number of samples. The function logio n produced much better 

results and was eventually chosen. 

3.5. The Tie Statistic 

The feature selection problem in pattern recognition may be stated as follows: given 

a set of N features, find the best subset consisting of k features to be used for 

classification. Usually the objective is to optimize a trade-off between classification 

accuracy (which is generally reduced when fewer than the N available features are used) 

and computational speed and cost (fewer features require fewer computations and hence 

less time). 

In an attempt to find the desired feature subset, a number of methodologies have 

been developed. An approach which has been widely investigated39 depends on the 

concept of a measure of "statistical distance" between the probability densities 

characterizing the pattern classes. Intuitively one desires a distance measure having the 

property that if the distance between two class densities were greater for feature set a than 

for feature set b, then the subsequent classification error obtained for set a would be less 

than that for set b. Unfortunately, none of the distance measures which have been 

proposed can be shown to have this property exactly. However, as discussed by Swain 

and King, several measures have the following weaker property: For feature sets a and b 

and distance measure d(»), if d(a) > d(b) then there exists a set of prior probabilities k for 

the pattern classes such that Pe(a,rc) < Pe(£,rc), where Pe0',rc) is the probability of error 

associated with feature set i under the assumption of prior probability set k. Distance 

measures having this property have been found quite useful for feature selection. 

A distance measure, called the Tie statistic, was developed by Beer et al to quantify 

feature performance and to provide a mapping from the feature measurement space to an 
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ordered decision space. The mapping process uses the Tie statistic to measure the 

closeness of a set of probability density functions. The Tie statistic is related to the well 

known Kolmorogov-Smirnov distance measure. Under certain conditions (when the two 

PDFs under consideration have but one intersection point), the two statistics are directly 

related, implying that the two have the same discriminating power. In situations where 

these conditions are not met, the Tie statistic is more sensitive to small differences in the 

PDFs and hence, can provide better separation between different decision classes. 

The Tie statistic was defined in Beer et al for the PDFs of two classes as ('0' 

chooses the minimum at a given x): 

Its range is 0.0 for no cluster overlap, 1.0 for exact overlap, and in between otherwise. 

This author modified it to better deal with more than two distributions (opposite to the 

above  opera tor ,  '0 '  chooses  the  maximum a t  a  g iven  x) :  

Its range is identical to the original definition. If there is no overlap, the integral in Eq.-20 

essentially collapses to the integral of the sum of N PDFs, which by definition is 

AM.O = N, and this results in a Tie value of (N-N)+(N-1) = 0. Likewise, under the 

condition that all N PDFs are identical, the integral becomes that of a single distribution, 

equal to 1.0, and the Tie value becomes (N-l)+(N-l) = 1, as expected. 

Figure-9 through -11 display three examples. Figure-9a depicts two clusters with 

very little overlap. (Two normal distributions-which are what these figures display-can 

never have exactly no overlap, since the distributions do not fall exactly to zero except at 

(19) 

(20) 
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infinity.) Figure-9b shows the resultant integrand, a plane (nearly) at z=0. The integral is 

subsequently equal to zero, denoting total separability. Figure-10a depicts some 

measurable overlap between the clusters, and the non-zero surface shown in Figure-10b 

verifies this. The integral of this surface would then have a value between 0.0 and 1.0. 

Finally, for the case of two identical distributions, as shown in Figure-11, the "choose 

minimum" operator has no affect. The integration is over the common PDF, which by the 

definition of a PDF, exactly equals 1.0. The reliability of the Tie statistic in predicting 

classifier performance is discussed in the Results chapter. 

3.6. Neural Net Scheme 

In a connectionist network that learns discriminants for pattern classification, it is 

natural to ask how many layers are required for the learning and discrimination task, and 

how many nodes are required in each layer. A simple argument, presented by Pao, 

provides insight. 

Complications aside, we can argue that a three-layer machine can form arbitrarily 

complex decision regions and can therefore separate populations of patterns even though 

such distributions might be intermeshed spatially in pattern space. 

Each first-layer node forms a hyperplane in pattern space, because the input to the 

node is the linear sum of the inputs. As the inputs change in value, the linear sum traces a 

line in two-dimensional space, a plane in three-dimensional space, and hyperplanes in 

/V-dimensional space. 

Boundaries between distributions can often be represented approximately by 

hyperplanes. Consequently, in the use of connectionist nets for learning discriminansts, 

we can think in terms of partitioning the different populations into small hyperregions. 

Once we have accomplished this partitioning, we can classify the various decision regions 

appropriately. 



This view indicates that each hyperregion requires 2N nodes in the first hidden 

layer, one node for each of the sides of the hyperregion. At the next layer, a node is 

needed to carry out an AND operation on the collection of hyperplanes. Thus, whereas a 

node in the first internal layer forms a hyperplane, a node in the second internal layer forms 

a hyperregion from the outputs from the first layer nodes. The outputs of second-layer 

nodes will be "high" only for patterns within each such hyperregion. These matters are 

illustrated in Figure-2c. Consider the case where patterns of a single class c,- are in several 

disconnected regions in N-dimensional pattern space. Each such region is covered by a 

second-layer node. If an output layer node can be arranged to perform an OR operation on 

all the second layer c, nodes, then any c,- pattern will be recognized and classified correctly 

regardless of the region in which it is located. We can implement the OR function by 

arranging the weights to be equal to and less than 1 and the threshold of the output node to 

be sufficiently low that, if any one of the connected second-layer nodes were to go "high," 

the output node would be triggered. 

In principle, the hyperregions need not even be convex and could be complex in 

shape. The actual situations are not always so simple as described, and an excessive 

number of nodes in any one layer can generate noise. On the other hand, fault tolerance 

can be obtained with such redundancy in the number of nodes. 

Since the objective of the project was to build an image classifier, redundancy to 

provide fault tolerance was not necessary. Indeed, any unnecessary computation was to be 

avoided in order to achieve an efficient design. Taking these measures into account, the 

individual neural networks were configured as follows. Information about the location of 

the cluster groupings of the children of each decision node was used, along with the 

tabulated design criteria shown below. For N inputs, Mi clusters in feature i, and P 

classes, we build the following: 
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Table-2—Design criteria for neural networks. 

laver 

input 

first 

# PEs 

N 
N 

22 Mi 
i= 1 

hidden M 

output p 

If the data is not multimodal (i.e., M, = P for all i ) ,  the hidden layer is redundant and is 

eliminated (because no OR operation is necessary to link separate class clusters together). 

Note the input layer is actually not a layer in itself, but rather a buffer feeding the first layer. 

(See Figure-2a.) The above criteria was merely a guideline and included some redundancy. 

For example, the formula for the first layer would insure each cluster projection would be 

surrounded by two decision boundaries. However, separating two clusters may only 

involve a single border drawn between them-ergo, the redundancy. The network was 

pruned (manually) to produce a more efficient architecture. During the training process, 

outputs such as number of iterations (one full propagation of data through the net with a 

corresponding adjustment of weights), and maximum and RMS error on the output nodes 

were available to monitor the progress of training sessions. Training would run 

continuously until the RMS error fell below some specified threshold £ or a maximum 

iteration limit was reached. If training proved especially difficult (perhaps due to a concave 

or interwoven cluster geometry), manual fine-tuning of the net architectures was 

undertaken. 

3.7. Review 

The following summarizes the classifier design procedure: 

1 The histograms of the scanned images were standardized to carry the same 

grey-level mean and standard deviation. 



2 The 5122 images were extracted from the standardized 44442 images, using 

reduced "overview" 4442 images as a guide. 

3 Training sites were selected within the 5122 images. 

4 Three concentric pixel blocks per selected training site were extracted, each 

at a different resolution. 

5 A texture feature matrix was created through the accumulation of a feature 

vector from each of the three above pixel blocks. 

6 Two large data files were created-one for training, the other for recall, and 

both were normalized by removing the feature mean offsets and dividing through 

three-and-a-half times their variance. 

7 The large feature set was reduced by nearly 65% via principal components 

transformation. 

8 The training data enters the ATHANND algorithm, the first task of which is 

to inspect the modality of each class. Extraneous clusters are combined with 

legitimate ones. 

9 An outer loop iterating through all valid partitions of the clusters is 

encountered. 

10 => An inner loop iterates through all possible feature combinations: one 

at a time, two at a time, and so forth. 

11 => => The core of ATHANND, the Tie statistic measures the 

perceived separability of the cluster grouping using the given feature subset. It 

requires the dynamic calculation of these groupings' probability density functions. 

12 The result of the above stages becomes the hierarchical tree's root node 

decision. The neural net architecture is specified, and steps 9-12 are recursed 

through all current and subsequent child nodes encountered duxing the tree design. 



13 With the tree hierarchy designed, the actual training of the individual 

discriminant functions at the the decision nodes takes place. Standard feed

forward/error back-propagation techniques were employed to determine the 

network weights. The procedure was monitored for difficulties and modified 

accordingly. 

14 Finally, with the image classifier fully described, it was ready for testing. 

The recall data was passed through it. Normally, it would be fed in "blindly"-

without the class information attached. During the analysis of the classifier, 

however, it is of course necessary to do so in order to compare the perceived 

classification with the actual classification. The information was not used by the 

classifier, only by a post-processing analyzer. 



4. APPLICATION RESULTS 

In order to keep under control the vast number of valid class cluster and feature 

combinations, limits were set on each. Each node was restricted to an upper limit of four 

child nodes. This was in the interest of computational brevity and is justifiable. Allowing 

a node to separate more than four classes per decision would be approaching the technique 

of one-shot classifiers-exactly what was being avoided. Furthermore, it was found that 

given this upper limit, no design returned by ATHANND ever called for a node to have 

four sons; the most it devised was three sons per child. Thus considering a greater number 

of children per node was presumably unnecessary. The nine classes of interest in these 

images are: open sea, cropland, grassland, savannah, forest cover, industrial area, 

residential area, airport runway, and barren soil. 

In addition to reducing the feature vector dimension from 125 to less than 50 via the 

KL transformation, there was another way to cut down the computational requirements: 

each run requires an input parameter which specifies an upper feature dimension which 

ATHANND will consider when calculating the Tie separability. That is, should it envision 

a pattern space that is 1-D, 2-D, 3-D, etc? Since the Tie statistic requires numeric 

integration, it makes a tremendous difference whether this is performed over a line, plane, 

space, or higher dimension. 

4.1. One-dimensional Design 

The resulting tree design from ATHANND considering one feature at a time is 

shown in Figure-12. Notice how it resulted in what one might consider an intuitive design. 

Essentially, "man-made objects versus natural objects" is the first decision. Then-perhaps 

the most distinguishable classes-soil and forest are broken off. Finally, after sea is 

removed, we are left with crops, savannah, and grassland. With the exception of 

sporadic deciduous trees in savannah, these three classes have quite similar appearances 
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in a grey-level image. Thus, the decision believed to be the most difficult for humans was 

also the most difficult for the computer. As discussed earlier, the nature of the automated 

design routine is to postpone the troublesome decisions as long as possible. 

The difficulty in separating out classes is viewed by the Tie statistic. When two 

class groupings appear to be completely separated in pattern space, the Tie value is exactly 

zero. For complete overlap, it is exactly one. Notice in Figure-12 the more difficult 

decisions mentioned above have much higher Tie values than those closer to the top of the 

tree. All decision nodes needed only simple neural net architectures. Each required, in 

addition to the input buffer layer (i.e., exactly one feature), only a single output layer (with 

#PEs = #children), with the exception of 'node5' and 'nodel2': they both benefitted 

slightly from the addition of a hidden layer. Notice the phenomenon that the only features 

used (from a possible 45) were the 0th and 1st features, which is consistent with the fact 

that following the KL transformation, the first features have the greatest variance and 

therefore the most relevant information. 

After the training of the entire tree, the (separate) recall data was put through the 

classifier. It resulted in an overall 57.1% classification accuracy. This would at first 

appear a rather poor result until one analyzes the output further. Table-3 gives a 

correspondence between the perceived class separability and the eventual classification 

accuracy: 

Table-3—Correspondence between perceived separability and resultant 
classification accuracy-1-D design. 

DECISION NODE TIE VALUE ACTUAL CLASSIFICATION 
ACCURACY 

input 0.0000 100.0% 

nodel 0.0216 99.5 

node2 0.0980 81.2 
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node3 0.1719 100.0 

node5 0.3981 84.4 

node8 0.5694 26.0 

node12 0.2844 55.8 

Note there is not complete correlation between these two parameters, but enough to 

draw interest. This issue will be discussed further in "Auxiliary performance." 

The most revealing output from the classifier is the confusion matrix, shown in Figure-13. 

The misclassifications were primarily self-contained within larger subgroups (boxed with 

light borders). All of the residential and nearly all the runway errors were due to their 

placement in the industrial class. This is understandable and stems from the similarities 

between these classes: mostly rectilinear characteristics of roads and buildings. The need 

for a feature which capitalizes on the fact that industrial areas tend to have larger buildings, 

greater asphalt area, and less vegetation than residential areas has not yet been fulfilled 

under this project. Forest, sea, and soil all classified extremely well. It is worth noting 

that the ability of a classifier to identify an industrial area in the middle of a forest or barren 

landscape is extremely valuable; with the results presented here, one can infer this design 

has such a capability. Finally, the confusion among the crop, grass, and savannah 

classes stems from their likeness in texture qualities. Surely these classes could be 

separated easily using multi-spectral data not available in this project. It is conceivable to 

formulate a feature which recognizes the spotty patches of trees usually associated with 

savannah, but to distinguish between cropland and grassland is often difficult even for the 

human observer when the ground truth is not known. 

4.2. Two-dimensional Design 

The result of allowing ATHANND to consider up to two features at a time was 

nearly the same tree structure. (See Figure-14.) The only exception was instead of seeking 
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to separate crop, grass, and savannah simultaneously as in the 1-feature case, this 

design called for the removal of crop first, then in a next-level decision, the split between 

grass and savannah. Each node did make use of two features, the sole exception being 

the root node which still only needed feature #0. (Since Tie = 0.0, there is no need to use 

any additional features to make the decision.) This run did not limit itself to a small number 

of features (unlike only '0' and '1' in the 1-feature tree), but rather used a total of ten (of 

the available 45) different features over eight decision nodes. The same two feature files 

used to train and test the classifier in the 1-feature case were used here. The table below 

summarizes this tree design performance: 

Table-4—Summary of 2-D decision tree design. 

DECISION NODE FEATURE INPUT TIE VALUE ACCURACY 

input 0 0.0000 100.0% 

nodel 1 , 2  0.0000 100.0 

node2 0, 3 0.0000 81.2 

node3 1, 20 0.0653 100.0 

node5 1 , 3  0.1184 98.4 

node8 23, 27 0.2712 72.4 

node10 10, 35 0.2569 60.3 

node13 0, 36 0.0799 55.8 

Here, with the exception of 'node 13,' there is indeed a fair amount of correlation between 

the perceived cluster separation and resultant accuracy. After viewing the PDFs for the 

'node 13' decision, it was concluded that its deceiving separability measure was caused by 

the overlap viewed between the interwoven industrial and residential classes. One can 

liken it to fingers in a hand clasp: where the fingers represent clusters and the hand 

represents pattern space, when clasped together they don't overlap per se, but are 
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hopelessly interwoven when presented to a simple classifier. The Tie value records a 

minimal overlap, but the low accuracy indicates the need for specialized training and/or a 

complicated neural net architecture. Suspicion may also arise regarding the window size 

chosen for the PDF-generating scheme discussed earlier. Recapping, it essentially moves a 

hyperwindow over the pattern space and builds the PDF in a histogram fashion, counting 

the number of samples falling within the window. One must select a window small enough 

not to artificially broaden the PDF but large enough to avoid generating something not 

unlike a comb function. Furthermore, the number of data samples should affect the 

window size. The algorithm followed in ATHANND was deemed adequate for the 

majority of cases. 'Node 13' in this example simply lies outside this majority. 

The confusion matrix characterizing this design was nearly identical to that of the 

one-dimensional design. However, some small differences throughout contributed to 

achieve a better overall accuracy of 67.1%. 

4.3. "One-shot" Comparison 

It was desired to compare these results with that of a monolithic neural network. 

There was a difficulty though. In order to make a fair comparison, the complexity of both 

classifiers should be the same. The definition of "complexity" used here is the sum total 

number of connections in the nets. In other words, if a net architecture consists of a buffer 

layer of three inputs, has a hidden layer of five PEs, and two output cells, the complexity 

would be (3 x 5) + (5 x 2) = 25 connections. In this manner, the sum of the individual 

net complexities would yield the overall tree complexity. Now, the complexity of the 

hierarchy design was 30 connections. To build the monolithic network would require at 

least (10 inputs) x (9 classes) = 90 connections-three times the complexity of the 

hierarchy design! After training the network in a manner identical to the hierarchy design, 

the result was a 58.3% one-shot classification accuracy-down nearly 10% from the 
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decision tree approach, and indicating the latter performed 20% better relative to the former. 

Furthermore, the single network took about twice as long to train as the hierarchical net. 

The conclusion is simply this: using the same features, the hierarchy approach is inherently 

simpler by design and therefore will outperform the monolithic network in a complex 

pattern space. 

4.4. Auxiliary Performance 

As discussed previously, the devised algorithm appears to group (what we behold 

as) similar classes together before reaching the tree bottom. The author wished to know the 

classifier accuracy if the industrial, residential, and runway classes were grouped into 

a single man-made class and the crop, grass, and savannah classes into a field class, 

since this seemed to be the only confusion. The results were outstanding: the overall 

accuracy was 99.2% and the confusion matrix is shown below. 

Table-5—Confusion matrix after number of classes reduced to five. 

field forest man-made sea soil 

field 100.0% 

forest 100.0% 

man-made 100.0% 

sea 5.6 94.4% 

soil 100.0% 

Again, this shows the versatility of the decision tree. If these classes are the furthest 

breakdown an application calls for, the results from the bottom half of the tree can be 

ignored. Developing features which can recognize those distinguishing characteristics of 

savannah, residential, or runway areas would add even greater capabilities to perceive 

detail. 



A scatter plot of the relationship between the Tie statistic measuring cluster 

separability and the run-time classification accuracy is shown in Figure-15. Note with the 

exception of perhaps two stray points, there seems to be a fair amount of correlation 

(r = -0.76 for a linear curve fit). So, the parameter may indeed be helpful in predicting 

classifier performance. Certainly it serves well enough to outweigh the only alternative: 

construct every possible tree configuration and measure its resultant accuracy, leaving the 

best intact for the design of choice. 

4.5. Exploratory Data 

Early on during this project-before real image data became available-there were 

efforts to evaluate the differences between the hierarchical and monolithic neural nets. A 

data generator was devised which could generate normally-distributed clusters at any 

location in a user-specified dimension of feature space. An artificial data set consisting of 

varying numbers and sizes of clusters lying on a 45° hyperline in an ^-dimensional feature 

space was built. The 2-D representation of the set is shown in Figure-16. The number of 

classes (clusters) and dimension of feature space were varied to change the complexity of 

the problem. Efforts were made to keep analogous hierarchical and monolithic classifiers at 

comparable complexities, but problems similar to those discussed earlier were inevitable. 

Nevertheless, the results were unquestionably in favor of the hierarchical approach. 

Figure-17 shows iso-feature plots of classification accuracy versus number of 

classes. The graph clearly shows a sharp degradation in monolithic performance when the 

problem increases in complexity. Why there is not a uniform decline in one-shot 

performance among the 2-, 7-, and 12-feature plots is not known-the graph is the result of 

four separate, averaged tests. It does, however, add to the confidence of using the decision 

tree and emphasizes its consistency. But, the reader is cautioned against hasty conclusions. 

Notice where the artificiality of the data becomes important. The one-shot tested in '"One-
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shot' Comparison" delivered just short of 60% accuracy, while for the same number of 

classes and features the artificial data predicts less than 50%. Also, the 67% achieved in 

"Two-dimensional Design" did not match up with the 85% predicted by the model. At any 

rate, under similar contexts-whether using real or artificial data-the hierarchical neural net 

classifier does appear superior to the monolithic approach. Simpler design leads to less 

complicated training procedures, faster operation, and most importantly, higher 

classification accuracy. 



5. SUMMARY 

The task that was set forth was to build an image classifier to label regions of 

panchromatic images. The complications included the need to distinguish a moderate 

number of classes, as well as the fact that texture features alone do not always provide 

sufficient information on which to design a reliable classifier. An additional consequence 

of the latter was that a very large feature set would need to be analyzed. 

Because of the need to separate out a modest class populace, the approach of neural 

networks was chosen, as they seem to behave better than their conventional counterparts in 

a complex pattern space. The large feature set also supported this approach, and its 

drawbacks were further reduced by incorporating a principal components transformation. 

Additionally, the large feature set and the anticipation of insufficient information in them, 

led to the hierarchical decision tree as a viable solution. The thrust of this thesis laid with 

this aspect, in the form of the Automated Tree Hierarchy and Neural Network Designer 

(ATHANND). There have been numerous suggestions in regard to the development of 

techniques used to design a decision tree, many of which involve the use of a statistical 

distance measure to assess the perceived separability of various class partitions. From 

those developed measures, this author chose the Tie statistic to accomplish that task. Its 

main advantage is the fact its formulation is independent of the probability density function 

of the partitioned classes. Its drawback is the calculation involves an integration, the order 

of which is a function of the number of features under consideration. 

Beer et al defined the Tie value for two distributions, and this author extended that 

to multiple PDFs to accommodate the aspirations of ATHANND. Restrictions such as 

limiting the decision nodes to two children (binary trees) as well as the use of only one 

feature to perform the decision were avoided. The combination of neural networks and 

decision trees provided an exceptionally versatile tool with which the classifier was built. 



The automated design process increased efficiency by avoiding human errors and 

the limitations that accompany such interaction. Additionally, because of this automation it 

was possible to generate the necessary PDFs directly from the data. Employing the Parzen 

Windows technique avoided the oft-assumed simplification of normally-distributed 

clusters. The design algorithm proved its worth both under artificial data analysis and a 

practical application. 

Using artificially-generated data, an experiment was conducted whose goal was to 

compare the performance of the decision tree classifier with the one-shot classifier. Using 

identical data sets and training protocol for each, it was shown that the hierarchy approach 

outperformed the monolithic network. The differences became dramatic with both 

increases in the number of classes and dimension of features. Erratic behavior on the part 

of the monolithic network was observed, perhaps attributable to its unavoidably more 

complex architecture. 

The actual application of a proposed solution to a specific problem better reveals its 

capabilities, as well as its limitations. In a problem involving the regional labeling of 

panchromatic images, the ATHANND algorithm was employed to design an appropriate 

pattern recognition system. Using ten of an available forty-five texture features, the 

resultant decision tree was constructed to separate nine categorical classes. An inherent 

property in the design algorithm was brought forth from this operation. It is conjectured 

that human observation occurs through a series of increasingly more specific conclusions. 

In this same spirit, the decision tree developed here performed a general decision at the root 

node (man-made vs. natural objects), then separated out those classes with the most 

distinguishable characteristics, and finally postponed the toughest decisions toward the tree 

bottom. A concern in the use of decision trees is that an error will occur early in the tree 

(near the top of the hierarchy), and the design approach developed here appears to minimize 



this concern. Since the most difficult decisions are at the tree bottom, useful information is 

available throughout the most critical stages of the decision-making process. 

As in any proposal, there is room for improvement. The unimpressive 

classification accuracy in the applied problem may be attributable to an incomplete feature 

set-one which even with limitless computing power may not perform the task reliably. 

However, the following suggestions are expected to bring about improvement regardless of 

the feature quality or completeness. Perhaps the pre-processing could be enhanced by 

implementing a canonical components transform, rather than a principal components one. 

Whereas the principal components transformation does not utilize any class information, 

the canonical transform maximizes the separability of defined classes. Performing such a 

transform alone and then feeding this data into ATHANND (as was done in the presented 

work), would not be as beneficial as running it each time a particular cluster partition is 

proposed as a decision node's children. This would further reduce the number of features 

that need to be considered as potential inputs for the decision. The drawback of the design 

process is the numerous integrations necessary each time the cluster separability is 

measured. If pre-processing such as the canonical transform can be employed, the savings 

it brings about would certainly outweigh the added calculations. 

The algorithm allows for various clusters representing the same class to follow 

different branches of the tree. A more generous rule would be to allow overlap situations 

to be resolved. The concept of overlap is discussed a great deal in literature concerning the 

design of decision trees, including Wang and Suen40 who designed their tree based on 

entropy reduction and Gelfand et al41 who used a growing and pruning approach. It 

simply involves the admonition that if all that is preventing an obvious partition in pattern 

space is a cluster that lies along the proposed decision boundary (which holds partial 

membership in each of the separate clusterings), then the partition should be made while 



allowing the straddling class to follow both branches in the decision. As the name 

suggests, this overlap brings about some redundant calculations and although it appears to 

only increase the depth of the tree, it may in fact result in other savings not possible without 

its occurrence. This capability is not currently part of ATHANND, but should be 

considered as an addition. 

The "balance" of the decision tree has not been addressed either. Gu et al42 

describe tree balance as "essential." Here, balance means that at least two of the child 

nodes at the next level do not contain too few classes; otherwise a node will appear at the 

next level containing nearly all the classes in the current node. But, seeking balance alone 

may bring about undesired overlap. Investigation into the need for tree balance and how it 

compromises overlap should be conducted. 

Finally, although the author does not have a suggested approach, an attempt should 

be made to reduce the number of cluster partitions analyzed. The number of valid 

breakdowns of nine classes over four child nodes is enormous. Some pre-processing to 

guide a limiting mechanism should be developed. The idea behind ATHANND was not to 

be exhaustive, but study the training data in a realistic manner to design an efficient 

decision tree. In its initial stages, it has proven capable of doing exactly that. 
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Figure-1—Sample decision tree. The "barley" decision may be low in 
confidence, yet the "field" decision confidence could be very high. 
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Fieure-2—Schematics describing neural nets, (a) Each PE performs a weighted 
sum of the outputs from the previous layer, then (b) passes the result through a 
nonlinear mapping to simulate an inhibitory or excitory response, (c) Complex 
boundaries can be formed with higher-order networks, including concave 
surfaces (not shown). 
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Figure-S—Combining nets with trees. Local to its decision node, a 
separate neural network serves as the discriminant function. 
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Figure-4—Halftone printout of typical image. 



Figure-5—Pyramid data structure. When a training site is chosen, three pixel blocks-each at a different 
resolution-are extracted. Each produces its own feature vector, the combination of which forms a feature 
matrix. 
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Fieure-6—The principal components transform removes redundancies in the data. Here, 
the new abscissa contains nearly all the useful information, due to very small variance in 
the new ordinate. 
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(b) 

Figure-8—Binary vs. higher-order decisions, (a) A restrictive 
tree, (b) The more general decision tree. 



(a) 

(b) 

Figure-9—Well-separated distributions, (a) two typical distributions with 
little overlap, (b) the result of the "choose minimum" operator. 



(a) 

Figure-10—Clusters with overlap (a), (b) the result of the 
"choose minimum" operator. 



(a) 

Figure-11—Two typical distributions with exact overlap (a), (b) 
the result of the "choose minimum" operator. 
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Figure-12—ATHANND result (1-D). The single feature index points as an 
input to the decision nodes in the illustration. The perceived separability 
among a node's children is labelled in underline. 
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Figure-13—Confusion matrix describing the accuracy of the classifier. 
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Figure-14—ATHANND tree design using up to two features 
per decision. 
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Fieure-15—Relationship between Tie statistic and classification accuracy. 
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Figure-16—Two-dimensional example of artificial 
data used to analyze decision tree performance. 
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Figure 17—Comparing classification accuracy of hierarchical neural nets with single 
network. fO 



APPENDIX B: COOCCURRENCE MATRIX 

The following has been excerpted from Haralick et al. 

Suppose an image to be analyzed is rectangular and has Nx resolution cells in the 

horizontal direction and Ny resolution cells in the vertical direction. Suppose that the gray 

tone appearing in each resolution cell is quantized to Ng levels. Let Lx= {1,2,..,,NX} be 

the horizontal spatial domain, Ly - {1,2,...,^} be the vertical spatial domain, and 

G = {1,2,...,Ng) be the set of Ng quantized gray tones. The set Lx x Ly is the set of 

resolution cells of the image ordered by their row-column designations. The image I can be 

represented as a function which assigns some gray tone in G to each resolution cell or pair 

of coordinates in Lx x Ly\ /: LxxLy —» G. 

An essential component of our conceptual framework of texture is a measure, or 

more precisely, four closely related measures from which all of our texture features are 

derived. These measures are arrays termed angular nearest-neighbor gray-tone spatial-

dependence matrices, and to describe these arrays we must emphasize our notion of 

adjacent or nearest-neighbor resolution cells themselves. We consider a resolution cell-

excluding those on the periphery of an image, etc.-to have eight nearest-neighbor 

resolution cells which surround it in each direction. 

We assume that the texture-context information in an image I is contained in the 

overall or "average" spatial relationship which the gray tones in image / have to one 

another. More specifically, we shall assume that this texture-context information is 

adequately specified by the matrix of relative frequencies Py with which two neighboring 

resolution cells separated by distance d occur on the image, one with gray tone i and the 

other with gray tone j. Such matrices of gray-tone spatial-dependence frequencies are a 

function of the angular relationship between the neighboring resolution cells as well as a 

function of the distance between them. The set of all horizontal neighboring resolution 
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cells separated by distance 1, along with the image gray tones, would be used to calculate a 

distance 1 horizontal gray-tone spatial-dependence matrix. Formally, for angles quantized 

to 45° intervals the unnormalized frequencies are defined by: 

P(ij,d,0°) = #{((k,l),(m,n)) € (LxxLy) x (LxxLy) I k - m = 0, |l - n| = d, l(k,l) = i, I(m,n) = j} (yy) 

I (k - m = d, 1 - n = -d) j 

P(ij.d,45°) = #j((k,l),(m,n)) e (LxxLy) x (LxxLy) I 0R , l(k,l) = i, I(m,n) = j (A2) 

( (k - m = -d, 1 - n = d) j 

P(ij.d,90°) = #{((k,l),(m,n))e (L*xLy) x (LxxLy) I |k - m| = d, 1 - n = 0, l(k,l) = i, I(m,n) = j} (^3) 

I (k - m = d, 1 - n = d) \ 

P(i j,d,135°) = #j((k,l),(m,n)) e (LxxLy) x (LxxLy) I 0R , l(k,l) = i, I(m,n) = j j (A4) 

\ (k - m = -d, 1 - n = -d) j 

.. .where '#' denotes the number of elements in the set. 

Note that these matrices are symmetric; P(i,j;d,a) = P(j,i;d,a). The distance metric 

p implicit in the preceding equations can be explicitly defined by: 

p(k,l,m,n) = MAXflk - m), |l - n|} (A5) 

Author's note: the dimension of this matrix is exactly the number of gray levels 

present in the image. To avoid working under such large dimensions, the matrix was 

confined to 16 rows and columns. In other words, the gray levels within the training site 

were mapped to a 4-bit gray level. 
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